
This evening at Abendmusik Alexandria Masahito Kuroda 
explores the past, present, and future of the euphonium.  The 
euphonium is a valved brass instrument with a resounding 
baritone to tenor range, similar in shape and tone color to the 
more familiar tuba; in fact, the euphonium is sometimes called 
a tenor tuba.  The euphonium – while immensely popular 
within symphonic wind bands – is less-commonly heard in 
orchestral and chamber settings.  This has not stopped Dr. 
Kuroda; on the contrary, he has said “as a performer and 
researcher, my primary interest is to enrich the way of 
expression and the musical vocabulary for my instruments, 
euphonium and tuba.”  Through his scholarship and advocacy, 
Kuroda has expanded the repertoire of the euphonium and 
reimagined the instrument’s possibilities.  It is the fruits of 
these labors which Kuroda will share with us this evening. 
 

The Past.  The first euphoniums, like the first tubas, were 
developed in the early nineteenth century as replacements to 
the various sizes of the ophicleide.  The euphonium and tuba 
had a significant advantage over the ophicleide:  the newer 
instruments had valves which made them easier to play than 
the ophicleide which only had keys for pitch control.  The 
Weimar bandmaster Ferdinand Sommer was the first soloist on 
the euphonium, and often receives credit for having developed 
the euphonium as well.  His euphonium was more likely 
created by Franz Bock of Vienna who – unfortunately for his 
sake – did not patent the euphonium until 1844, a year after 
Sommer began gaining recognition as a euphonium player.  
Sommer won great acclaim for the euphonium when he played 
it for Queen Victoria at the London Great Exhibition of 1851.  
There he offered two names for the instrument – the 
Sommerophone and the Euphonion – but it was the latter name 
which stuck as anglicized to “euphonium.” 
 
Within years, the euphonium had become the most important 
low brass instrument in wind bands.  Russian concert and 

military bands employed it as did those in Germany and Great 
Britain.  In the United States, a special kind of euphonium 
emerged called the double-bell euphonium which had two 
bells – one which carried the standard euphonium sound and 
another which could give the impression of a trombone.  This 
double-bell euphonium was even mentioned in the lyrics of 
“Seventy-Six Trombones,” the best-remembered song from the 
1957 Broadway musical The Music Man by Meredith Wilson. 
 
Wind bands were an important part of American life in the 
decades following the Civil War and leading into the twentieth 
century.  Patrick S. Gilmore was America’s first great 
bandmaster, his acclaim later followed by bandmasters John 

Philip Sousa and Victor Herbert.  Cornetist Herbert L. Clarke 
(1867-1945) whose Fantasy, Theme, and Variations on 
“Carnival of Venice” we hear this evening performed with all 
three – Gilmore, Sousa, and Herbert – and later became a 
bandmaster himself after World War I.  The folk tune 
“Carnival of Venice” is known popularly as “My hat, it has 
three corners” and was immortalized by Italian violin virtuoso 
Niccolò Paganini in his Opus 10 variations.  Clarke often 
performed his own solos based on the familiar tune, and was 
ultimately persuaded to write them down.  Today his Fantasy, 
Theme, and Variations exists in many versions, including the 
one for double-bell euphonium that Masahito Kuroda performs 
this evening. 
 

The Present.  Although the euphonium quickly established 
itself as a valued member of the wind band, the instrument 
never did find a permanent place in the symphony orchestra.  
Additionally, what place it has found came almost by accident 
when the euphonium was substituted for the Wagner tuba 
while preparing for the 1899 premiere of Ein Heldenleben (The 
Hero’s Life) by Richard Strauss.  So impressed was Strauss by 
this substitution, he rescored his earlier tone poem Don 
Quixote to include euphonium as well.  Since that time, the 
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John Philip Sousa and the United States Marine Band, 1892.  Euphonium and double -bell euphonium are on left.  



euphonium has filled other special niche roles – as the soloist 
in the Bydlo movement of Pictures at an Exhibition, as a 
replacement to the ophicleide in works by Hector Berlioz – 
but, only occasionally has the euphonium been scored 
orchestrally.  The symphonies of British composer Havergal 
Brian are an interesting exception:  the First calls for two 
euphoniums and two tubas while later symphonies also make 
use of these low brass instruments.  Gustav Holst likewise 
gives solo roles to the euphonium in both the Mars and Jupiter 
movements of his Planets suite.  Often though, the role which 
could be assigned to euphonium is instead given to either the 
trombone or tuba. 
 
Nonetheless composers who are familiar with the beauty of the 
euphonium continue to write solo roles for euphonium whether 
backed by wind band, orchestra, or smaller forces.  American 
Alan Hovhaness for example composed Diran for euphonium 
and strings, while contemporary composer Vladimir Cosma 
has written a full-fledged Euphonium Concerto with orchestra.  

James Curnow (born 1943) is a prolific composer for wind 
band and has written several works which feature euphonium.  
His Rhapsody for euphonium and concert band – also available 
for euphonium and piano – stands as part of the core repertoire 
for euphonium, ever-popular with aspiring young musicians in 
this country.  Rhapsody is lyrical in its sweeping melodies and 
technical in its chromatic passages, allowing the euphonium 
player to exhibit his full range of abilities as it alternates 
between sections of fast and slow music. 
 

The Future.  Many players of euphonium feel, however, that 
the instrument’s full potential has yet to be realized.  They in 
turn have become advocates for their instrument, looking for 
ways to move the euphonium into the future.  Renowned 
euphonium artist Earle Louder has promoted his instrument 
throughout his career as a teacher and performer.  In 1970, 
while Louder was working on his doctorate in euphonium 
performance at Florida State University, he convinced 

composition professor John Boda (1922-2002) to step outside 
of his usual, Neo-Romantic idiom and compose a new work 
for euphonium and synthesizer.  Boda who had apprenticed 
with conservative conductor George Szell and was an expert 
on the music of Richard Wagner was much more comfortable 
with tonality and the language of the common practice era.  
Yet, the composition he produced for Louder – his Sonatina 
for euphonium and tape – was something entirely different.    
The tape accompaniment mixes an electronic realization on 
Moog synthesizer with solo euphonium lines played by Louder 
for a space-age feel that – by today’s standards – sounds as 
futuristic as it sounds dated. 
 
Once a student of Louder, Masahito Kuroda has carried on his 
teacher’s explorations into the possibilities open to the 
euphonium and its players.  His work has included the spectral 
analysis of euphonium sound frequencies and it has also 
included the arrangement of orchestral works for euphonium 
ensemble.  This evening we hear two familiar orchestral 
compositions in arrangements which display the many 
capabilities of the euphonium.  Kuroda’s arrangements feature 
Kuroda accompanied by no one other than himself as 
accomplished through modern audio and video technologies. 
 

The Festive Overture by Soviet-era composer Dmitri 
Shostakovich (1906-1975) is first, and is heard in Dr. 
Kuroda’s custom version for bass trumpet, double-bell 
euphonium, marching baritone, and euphonium with various 
mutes.  Shostakovich wrote his original in 1954 upon the thirty

-seventh anniversary of the October Revolution.  Full of 
energy and with a carefree spirit not often heard in 
Shostakovich’s music, the Festive Overture has become a 
favorite of orchestras and wind bands.  Dr. Kuroda’s version 
for a less-common low brass lineup loses none of the bombast 
or sense of occasion heard in the original. 
 
Concluding this evening’s program is Kuroda’s arrangement 
for eight-part euphonium ensemble of the first movement of 

the Serenade for Strings by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-
1893).  Tchaikovsky composed his Serenade for Strings during 
the winter of 1880 to 1881, and it has remained a favorite with 
chamber orchestras thanks to its measured sentiment and 
pleasant melodies.  Although its charming first movement 
Pezzo in forma di sonatina would seem a less-likely candidate 
for euphonium ensemble than the Festive Overture, Kuroda’s 
reimagining of the piece demonstrates another side of the 
euphonium – a sweeter, more harmonious voice than at first 
suspected. 
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